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derway. Thanks to the generous support of Garden Patrons Tim & Christl Johnson, we have
SUMMER MEMORIES
cleared the area adjacent to the town highway
Allen and Blanche Roberts owned the
department and the lumber for raised beds is on
old farm up past my Dad's on Mead Road; now
site!! Patrons Chris &Judy Di Benedetto have
the Moroffs’. I remember going up to visit them
offered composted manure and soil for the beds.
once in a while when I was young; I'd walk up
Carpenters Jim Rauter, Willy
or ride my bike to play with the
2010 HALCOTT FAIR
Baer, Alex Korolkoff and Lem
cats. If I was lucky, Allen would
JULY 17th!
Srolovic will be building the
have his work horses out and put
This year we’ll start at 11AM raised beds while Camille Vickme up on Tommy's back. Allen
had an English accent and milked and run until 6PM. Country ers, Kari Pagnano, Elizabeth
Express band will start to
Bernhardt and Alex Brock are
his cows by hand, one squeeze at
play at 3PM. Chicken/Roast working on a membership drive,
a time. Sometimes Blanche
Pork Dinner, with Bertha’s designing and implementing apwould invite me to lunch. I think
Blackforest and strawberry plication forms and their distribuof them when I go by.
shortcakes will begin at 4PM, tion from the Fleischmanns post
Blanche baked her pies while
with take-out starting at
office and other local businesses
Allen's horses plowed the fields
3:30pm.
Cost: $10, and $8 and sites. Eric Rosen is helping
Dinnertime at noon.
for seniors or kids under 5. with soil preparation. Samples for
Saggy Old Barn
Baked goods, perennial
the communal in ground bed
Grey ghosts, silent words
plants, puppet shows, friends have been sent for analysis to the
"Move, Bossie, let me milk you.
to meet and greet. Mark your Cornell Cooperative Extension
Cat, come have a drink." PD
calendars: July 17th at the
approved lab. Karen Rauter has
Grange Hall.
donated seeds and wants to plan a
The Halcott Community
native streamside plant area. A
Garden Update
request for the costs of a deer fence has been
Alex Brock & Camille Vickers
made to the Halcott Community Fund. Other
The Halcott Community Garden is unitems needed for donation include garbage cans

Camille Vickers, also known as the Halcott Hellcats, showed amazing tenacity in their unsuccessful bid as the only 2 person team against 7 other
teams. PD
CONTEST!CONTEST!CONTEST!
The Halcott Highway Department would
like to have a logo designed for our trucks that
could be stenciled on the doors. It would beautify
our town vehicles, and practically speaking, it will
help to identify the trucks when they go to other
towns. So, we are running a contest for the best
design submitted, to be judged at the Halcott Fair,
this summer (July 17th). Any age is welcome to
compete. Your design should include the words:
"Town of Halcott Highway Department". You
may submit it as a pdf file and send it to supervisor@townofhalcott.org . Hard copy proponents
may draw it on an 8 1/2" x 11" sheet of paper, and
send it to:
Times of Halcott Highway Contest
813 Route 3
Halcott Center, NY 12430
Whichever way you choose to send it, please include your name, age, and a phone number where
you can be reached. We will display all the designs we receive at the Halcott Fair, (July 17th),
and ask fairgoers to vote on their favorite. We
look forward to hearing from you. Please help us
make our trucks look special! IK

with lids, a bike rack, picnic table & benches, a
tool shed, shovels, picks, hand tools, watering
cans, pruners, have-a-heart trap, stakes, trellis,
tomato cages and more. Please contact the Membership Committee for more information or to
obtain an application. You may also find answers
by visiting www.townofhalcott.org or by going to
http://halcottgardeners.blogspot.com , our beautiful blog designed by Greg Beechler. Please consider that you don’t have to be a gardener to join:
a $ 5.00 Friend of the Garden membership provides access to the garden without a plot and supports funding for construction; a $20.00 Gardener
membership provides an individual plot; and a
donation of value of $250.00 or more makes you a
Patron. Please consider joining today!
Camille Vickers, camille@cvgb.com
Alexandra Brock, whalenbrock@yahoo.com
Halcott Community Garden Membership Committee
P.0. BOX 817
FLEISCHMANNS, N.Y. 12430

Farmers Market Coming to Fleischmanns
Marc Neves
Beginning Sunday July 4th, Fleischmanns
will be adding its name to the list of towns offering farmers markets in the area. The market will
be located in the post office parking lot and will
run for 14 consecutive Sundays from July 4th until
October 10th. The market will be open from 10am
to 4pm and vendor spaces will be about 10 ft by
10ft. The initial impetus for the farmers market
came from an obvious need in Fleischmanns for
fresh produce that currently requires a trip to Margaretville. The hope is that Halcott and Fleischmanns will be able to revive a tradition of helping
each other as supplier and market, respectively,

NOT SO TRIVIAL PURSUITS
Halcott shared Silver Honors with 2
other teams in the annual Team Trivia Challenge
held May 1st in Roxbury. The team of Yuka Day,
Katherine Balcom, Alan Reynolds, Greg Beechler
- known as Foto Finish - competed valiantly during the 2 hour contest, braving what some called
the most challenging questions in the event’s 5
year history. Halcott continues to place consistently in the top positions. Nancy Reynolds and
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his peculiar character and tastes, and left his card in
for agricultural products. While other vendors
the shape of a deceased and mutilated lamb. On
from around the region will also be encouraged to
one occasion, five sheep were killed. Measures
participate, the Fleischmanns Farmers Market
have been taken to secure his bearship.
provides a particularly convenient outlet for those
who live in Halcott to sell
ELECTRONIC RECYCLE DAY III
products. The registration
A WASP TRIBUTE AT
IN HALCOTT
fee for the entire season is
LONG LAST
Thanks to Walt Miller, Town Councilcurrently only $50. Once
On March 9th, family
man,
we
will
have
another
recycle
day:
the market begins, this fee
and friends of Ruth Reynolds
SATURDAY, JULY 3, 2010. The
will increase to $75 for the
descended on Washington DC,
following items will be collected at the along with about 2000 others to
season or $10 per Sunday.
Town Highway Department Recycling honor the awarding of the ConThose interested are very
Center:
much encouraged to purgressional Gold Medal to the
Computers, monitors, printers, laptops, Women Airforce Service Pilots
chase a season pass now.
keyboards, AC adaptors, copiers, moth- (WASP). Peg DiBenedetto,
Fees will fund advertising
erboards & miscellaneous computer
and oversight for the entire
Nancy and Warren Reynolds,
summer and help insure that components, answering machines, scan- and friend Faye Storms arrived
ners, wires, caller ID boxes, fax mathis exciting new effort to
in time for an afternoon recepchines, ALL telephones, routers/
promote local products and
tion an event that was very perswitches, power supply, server racks,
bring the community tosonal, emotional, heartfelt, and at
servers, speakers, pagers, DVDs, VCRs times funny and poignant. Regether will succeed. For
& Tapes, PDAs, electronic game sysinformation and to request a
tired Brigadier General Wilma L.
tems, CD/floppy/hard drives, CD burn- Vaught, USAF, had everyone in
vendors registration form,
ers, memory, projectors, cameras, ste- stitches when she demanded to
please call 845-254-4998.
reos, blenders, can openers, fans, miknow which WASP, after takecrowaves, toasters, surge protectors,
BEAR FACTS – SOME
off from a certain airfield in a
tape backup, testing equipment, typeTHINGS NEVER
bomber, had executed a barrel
writers and any other electronic items
roll to impress an airman.
CHANGE
not mentioned above. Also, any metal
The next morning we
Pam Johnson Kelly sent in
items: washers, dryers, BBQs and
arrived at the office of Congressthe following article that she
stoves.
man Scott Murphy, who was
found on the Greene County
Thank you for your cooperation. If you very helpful in ensuring that our
Historical website:
have any questions, please call Walt at attendance at the ceremony proTaken from a newspaper in
845-254-4812.
ceeded smoothly. His Chief of
the Lexington/ Windham
Staff escorted us the seemingly
area, 17 June 1858
24 miles through the bowels of Congress and capital tunnels to Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s office; one of
Bears in Halcott : The citizens of the town of
her staffers then accompanied us on what I think
Halcott have
was her private elevator to Emancipation Hall. We
been visited
entered from behind the stage area into the front of
on several
the impressive hall (the path of the dignitaries) and
occasions
were able to find seats very close to the rostrum.
recently by a
The place was buzzing with activity, as
bear, who has
the approximately 180 attending WASP were
at each visit
seated in the mid-section first rows. Many of these
manifested
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wonderful 85+ year-old women were in wheelter were there from California). Mom had always
chairs, many were walking with canes and on the
enjoyed the WASP reunions. This was a big, imarms of their loved ones; all were lively and
portant one, and we felt she was right there with
sprightly and sparkling. The ceremony began,
us the whole time. PD
speakers spoke; the air was dignified and formal.
The tributes paid to the WASP were awe-inspired.
HALCOTT’S NEW TOWN CLERK
Those of us who have lived knowing the history
In January of this year, Bob VanValkentend to forget the almost disbelieving amazement
burgh handed the reins of the town clerkship over
of those who hear it for the
to newly elected Stacey
first time – many of the
Johnson, daughter of Russpeakers that day were newly
sell & Cindy Bouton, wife
informed, and their increduof Teddy Johnson and
lity was showing. The defermother of Kenny and
ence toward the WASP was
Kevin Johnson, two defor the 2 years of service, for
lightful young balls of
righting the wrong of more
towheaded fire. As if Stathan 60 years of no recognicey didn’t have enough to
tion, but most of all for the
do, with the raising of her
overwhelming presence of
children and her part-time
those strong and spunky
job at Margaretville Cenwomen and the memories of
tral School, she cheerfully
those unable to attend and
took on the tasks of town
those who had passed.
clerk. She has even manSpeaker Pelosi noted that this
aged a victory or two in
special ceremony had
the perennial battle
drawn the largest gather- Two new yearling alpacas, Carmen and Serafina, have with the dial-up
ing ever assembled injoined Alan and Robin White's Two Stones Farm this dragon internet serside the capital. She and spring, making a total of four that are now residing at vice available at the
other members of Conthe farm. Robin plans to spin the fleece into yarn, and Town Grange Hall.
gress presented the Gold
Now she faces a kidshould have some for sale shortly.
Medal to WASP Deanie
ney transplant for her
Parrish; the medal will be permanently housed in
husband, to happen this summer, and an operation
the Smithsonian. Each family received a goldfor herself as she will be his donor. What a wonplated bronze medal. It is heavy and is beautifully
derful gift to her family! Stacey’s sacrifice will
crafted with an image of a young female pilot on
certainly improve the quality of life for all of
the front and 3 military aircraft on the back. Dad
them.
will be pleased to show it to you whenever you
But they must get through the operation
stop in.
first. Stacey is eager to perform her duties as
I can’t help but think that Mom would
Town Clerk while she faces this procedure and its
have so appreciated the honor, but would be more
aftermath. Due to the uncertainties of demands on
than a little amused by all of the fuss and attenher time, she must temporarily cancel her regular
tion. She would have been thrilled to be with her
hours in the clerk’s office. Instead she asks those
friends again. Just a handful of the 1943 pilots
who need her services to please call her on her
were there, but I was able to find a few from both
cell phone, 845-417-6956 to set up an appointclasses - 1943 and 1944 - who remembered Mom
ment. In the meantime, we send our support and
and her best friend Martha (whose son and daugh-
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air museum) is much the same soap that has been
made since the Renaissance.”
The basic formula is no secret: mix some
kind of fat or oil with lye, the two chemically react
with each other, changing completely in the process, and after curing and hardening for 3 to 6
weeks, you have soap. Of course, today’s recipes
include a wide variety of fats and oils, which impart different qualities to the finished product, as
well as many fragrances and additives that personalize each bar.
The process that I use is called cold process soap making, which allows all of the ingredients to be combined at a relatively low temperature.
Since I also use pure goat milk in my soap, which
has a very high fat content, this low temperature
ensures that the solids in the milk won’t caramelize
or break down during the mixing stage. Why did I
choose to use goat milk? For one thing, we own a
small flock of goats, so the milk is fresh as well as
plentiful, and for another, when I read that Cleopatra used to bathe in goat milk, I just had to try it!
After my soap cures, it has a beautiful beige color,
and even the unscented bars smell wonderful. I use
pure essential oils like jasmine, rose, and even cappuccino, and only organic oats and local honey go
into the oats-n-honey variety. While washing with
these soaps, you can feel the luxurious smoothness
and emollience they provide, and afterwards there
is a non-greasy moisturizing effect left behind with
just a trace of fragrance.
Soap is a part of our entire day, starting in
the morning when we take a shower and ending at
night when we wash our hands and face before
retiring for the night. I can now comfortably watch
my family using a product that doesn’t contain
harmful chemicals, and is instead is made from
natural, local products. I can enjoy sharing something that I made with my own two hands with
friends, not to mention feeling pride at my accomplishments. I can sell a quality product that I am
proud to put my name on. What better way to be
reminded of my connection to my farm and to my
natural world than by using wholesome, pure
homemade soap?

best wishes for Stacey and her family as they
tackle this life-changing challenge. IK

Making Homemade Soap – A Lost Art
Robin White
In this age of instant gratification and fast
food, there is something innately satisfying in
making something entirely by oneself. From the
very first steps to the final product, creating one’s
own product is unfortunately something very few
of us do any more. Ours is a fast paced, Internetconnected world, and most of us simply don’t
have the time to do absolutely everything that we
want to in a single day, let alone get those “extras”
done. While reading online this week, I came
across a blog on http://www.treehugger.com that
said, “I have been trying to figure out why no one
knows how to do anything anymore. We can’t
understand, let alone repair, most of the gadgets
we use every day. We increasingly eat packaged
and pre-prepared food; even organic food often
comes wrapped in plastic. We don’t know how to
grow tomatoes, can peaches, hem pants, or build
fences.” How true! I got to thinking about how
much of what surrounds me every day was either
bought, or made by someone else. Here in the
Halcott valley, we enjoy a unique connection to
the cycles of nature, and are afforded a chance to
experience self-sufficiency that many others
around the globe are not. Recently, I got the
“back to basics” urge, and so I dragged my old
soap making supplies out of the attic, dusted them
off, and got started once again on rediscovering an
old hobby of mine.
Soap making has been around for quite
some time, dating back to at least 2800 BC in ancient Babylon. According to information found
on the website www.pureandnaturalsoaps.com,
“Pompeii’s ruins included a soap factory, complete with a batch of soap. Europeans started to
use soap to clean their bodies in the Renaissance,
and once soap came to be widely used for personal cleanliness, its chemical formula didn’t
change much. The soap made by the American
colonists (that you can watch made at any open-
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Cousin Brucey from 1960's N.Y.C. WABC radio
station sent me back to 1968. I was 18 and about
to graduate in the last class to ever graduate from
FHS, Fleischmanns High School. Much of the
class of 15 had been in the same group of kids
since kindergarten, and many of us were related,
not that we cared at that point in our lives. How
safe, tiny (and clueless) our world was. Our little
senior class consisted of: me (Pam Johnson), Pam
Balcom, Linda Kelly, Linda Rottkov, Missy
Haynes, Cheri Maxim, Nancy Reynolds, Louise
Hill, Ward Finch, Johnny Miller, Denny Balcom,
Duffy Craft, Charlie Green, Ronnie Hull, and Carson Finch.
In 1968, the traditional senior trip to
Washington, D.C. was forfeited for a trip out of
our own country. We went to Canada. Our country's capital was full of riots, and deemed unsafe
for a group of high school seniors, or anyone else
that valued their life!
Kids our age were being
sent to Viet Nam, and we
weren't safe in our nation's capital city. What
a confusing time.
We did have
two rebels in our class.
And they were female.
Nancy Reynolds and
Linda Rottkov bucked
the system and disobeyed the girl's dress code. They showed up for
the bus trip wearing SLACKS instead of regulation skirts and stockings. Linda Kelly and I said,
“What a great idea,” and the rest is history!
The bus then picked up the seniors at the
Grand Gorge school, and the only thing I remember about that was one boy's mother standing at
the curb crying and waving her white hanky at the
bus. That poor guy! He probably hid under the
seat! I would have!!
My memories of the senior trip were
mostly of the bus ride, since that's where we spent
a considerable amount of the trip. One evening
some of us went to a nice restaurant for supper,
then found a movie theater playing "The Gradu-

RADIO IN HALCOTT
Pam Johnson Kelly
Although I did not remember it in my
article about my uncle Paul Johnson in Summer,
2009 issue of TTOH, I
was recently informed
that there was indeed
radio in Halcott back
in the 40's, even in the
late '20's. Programs
included Little Orphan
Annie, Lone Ranger,
The Shadow (he could make himself invisible),
Lum & Abner, Jack Benny. Soap operas included
Stella Dallas, Ma Perkins and Just Plain Bill of
Heartville, and The Guiding Light. Also, there
was Fibber Magee and Molly, Amos & Andy, The
Goldbergs. Some were 15 minutes and others 1/2
hour. (Some of the spelling may be inaccurate).
Lowell Thomas gave a news
report at 7 p.m. Another news report was
The Esso (pre- Exxon) Reporter at noon
for 5 minutes. Advertisers included Rinso
and Oxydol.
When I was little, in the early
'50's, my Mom would listen to Arthur
Godfrey talking on the radio. He always
advertised Gold Medal Flour. I remember
thinking that must be the most wonderful
flour in all the world. (Advertising
works!) Many folks had the tall -- 3 or
3/12 feet -- wooden radios and an antenna strung
from the house to a tree, the outside world
brought to Halcott on a little thin wire! The
Goldbergs character, Molly, was Gertrude Berg.
Her dad, Jake Edelstein ( not sure of the spelling
or of the time frame, maybe '30's?) owned a
boarding house in the Fleischmanns area. She
passed away in the 60's. I remember the large
crowd at the synagogue on Wagner Ave. when
they had a service for her there.

The Last Graduates
And speaking of radio…
Listening to satellite radio recently, DJ
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ate". Even Dustin Hoffman was young back then.
The movie theater was antiquated, all wooden,
and the seats so close to the ones in front, that we
tall kids, Ward and I, had to sit in the aisle seats. I
remember wondering if there were no tall people
in Canada.
Speaking of tall kids, I saw Ward this
September at the Halcott Grange Hall, for the first
time since 1968. My friend, Cathy Finch ( and
Gloria Johnson), orchestrated the gathering at the
Grange. He reminded me that he and I were the
very last students to walk off the stage of FHS.
The grads walked off the stage in pairs, and he
and I being the tallest, walked off together at the
end of the line of 15 students, the very last two
grads to walk off the stage of FHS. Thank you for
that memory Wardy! Each of us senior girls carried a dozen long stemmed red roses. Linda Kelly
(Armour) and Cheri Maxim picked baskets of
Rhododendrons to decorate the stage. How beautiful - and at what cost now in 2010??

FARM MANAGEMENT
Perhaps as you have driven past our farm
during the spring, summer and early fall months you
have noticed that our cows spend time in different
fields. For a while they are behind the Grange Hall.
Then they cross over to the field across from the
Okon’s home for a few day. And then they are next
door around Crosby’s old barn, and so on. People
driving past may wonder, “What is the purpose of all
of this movement?” and “Is there any rhyme or reason
to it?” Actually, there are several reasons for having
the cows here, there and everywhere. We will look at
some in this issue.
About 25 years ago, a new way to manage
pasture found its way from New Zealand to dairy
farmers and others interested in dairy production here
in the U.S. People who visited the farms over there
learned that pasture managed carefully and intensively offers an excellent feed for lactating (milking)
cows while also improving the health of the soil and
pasture plants. In addition, this grazing made good
economic sense. As interest in the so-called
“management-intensive grazing”, or MIG, grew in
America, interested parties began importing ideas as
well as supplies such as polywire portable electric
fencing and high- powered fence chargers from overseas to begin implementing similar management
schemes here. Soon, quite a number of farms were
trying MIG on their own places, some with great success, and a new way of managing cows was here to
stay.
Basically, intensive grazing involves giving
lactating dairy cows just enough grass for a 12 to 24
hour period of time and then moving them to fresh
grass once or twice a day, usually after milking time.
MIG also works for other species of livestock but
generally they are not moved as often because their
nutritional requirements are not as high as those of
milking cows. The main idea is to keep the pasture
plants in a healthy, vegetative state by controlling
grazing pressure to avoid over- or under-grazing. Pastures kept in a mostly vegetative state are desirable
because they are high in protein and other nutrients
thus allowing farmers to feed a more economical
grain mix during the grazing season. Because of this,

1968
As I continue to reminisce about our year of
graduation, Google.com helped my memory with
these:
In 1968…. for a $1.50 you could go to the movies
and see “Guess Who's Coming to Dinner”;
“Bonnie and Clyde”; “The Odd Couple”;
“Rosemary's Baby”….. a gallon of gas was 34
CENTS….. minimum wage was $1.60…… (if you
drove to Kingston) you could get a new McDonald's menu item -- the Big Mac --for 49 cents……
The Beatles sang “Hey Jude” and Simon and Garfunkel sang (coo coo ca choo) “Mrs. Robinson”…… first manned Apollo 8 orbited the moon
….. first successful heart transplant performed by
Dr. Barnard ….. emergency 911 started in USA
manned 24/7 ….. Bobby Kennedy and Martin
Luther King assassinated…… USA exploded experimental hydrogen bomb…… American casualties in Viet Nam: 16,592….. John Lennon writing
future hit song (all we are saying is...) "Give
Peace A Chance".
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grazing can be a way for smaller farms to survive,
especially during tough times.
Keeping high quality
pastures is a delicate balancing act and no
two years are alike. Every year brings
with it new challenges and opportunities
due to variations in temperature, moisture, pests and other factors. As a result,
fields must be very closely monitored
because the plant growth will vary over the grazing season. Successful graziers must be intimately
acquainted with the “lay of the land” of his or her
farm to know when animals should be moved and
where. In the spring, when the grass is growing
quickly and will recover quickly after it is grazed,
the cows are moved rather rapidly through the
paddocks (pastures). Later, in the summer or during periods of low rainfall and slower plant
growth, the cows move more slowly through the
paddocks and we also use fields for grazing that
we took hay off of earlier in the season to allow
adequate plant recovery. Just as the Lord prescribed a day of rest for us, so, too, must pasture
plants have enough time to rejuvenate if the stand
is to remain healthy. Truly, successful pasture
management requires much planning and foresight
-and a lot of careful observation!
Flexibility in management is also important, as we have seen on a couple of occasions
when Vly Creek flooded unexpectedly. At these
times we were forced to send the cows to more
accessible fields rather than where we had planned
so that none of the girls took a quick trip down the
swollen waterway to Fleischmanns!
Grazing isn’t for every farm, but we have
enjoyed several benefits of staying with it for
about 20 years now. First, our cows are healthier
and happier when they are out on grass than when
they are in the barn (and we’re happier, too!) The
fresh grass, sunshine and exercise the cows receive no doubt contributes to this. Second, we can
see improvements in our soils and pastures over
the years: thriving grasses and legumes that our
cows relish have replaced formerly weedy or bare
areas. These improved grassy fields also serve as
good runoff filters during the occasional floods in

our valley. Third, there are cost savings during
the grazing season. For example, as noted earlier,
we are able to feed a cheaper grain mix
when the cows are on good grass. Also,
the cows don’t eat much hay or other
feed either. Finally, we appreciate the
type of farming that grazing offers. It’s
rather enjoyable to walk out to set up
fences or gather cows for milking. Such
times often provide ample opportunity to take in
the beauty all around this pleasant little part of the
valley. Furthermore, we appreciate seeing the
cows out grazing or lazing in the sun. It’s a beautiful picture of contentment that soothes the senses
and it’s great for the rural landscape. During the
grazing season we can surely say, “Happy cows
come from Halcott!” JD

NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH:
A REFRESHER COURSE
Al Doubrava, Halcott Neighborhood Watch
Recently there has been a rash of home
break-ins in our area resulting in the loss of both
large and small items. These items have been
stolen from homes, barns and work sheds, some of
which required the use of trucks and/or flat bed
trailers. It is evident that we as a community
should review the simple basics of how
“neighborhood watch” works.
1. Alert your family to look for suspicious persons both male & female around neighbors’
homes and properties.
2. If you do see suspicious conduct, call the police and give them all the information that you can
such as license plate numbers. Even a partial
plate number is useful. If possible the model of
the vehicle, make and color. No detail is too
small to be of use to the police.
3. Make note of any strangers and if possible a
description. Try not to be obvious and above all
things, do not approach or challenge these people
4. Let your neighbors know when and for how
long you might be away and when you will return.
Also, let them know who might be at your house
while you are away from home and at least one
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Hall. We have already seen a fox, bear, farm livestocks, deers, and etc. They enjoy the lessons from
the beauty of nature here.
As a matter fact, Olivia can already teach
me how the nature works. When we got a crayfish
in the stream, I tried to show her the crayfish is not
scary by putting him on my hand. She told me not
to, but I did it to show how brave her father can be.
But the next moment, I was in pain since he
pinched me (obviously!) and Olivia said, "Papa,
that's what I said!"...We really enjoy living here
and thankful to all the people who keep this village
so beautiful and kind place. Erica, Yohei, Olivia
and Adelle.

neighbor should have a contact phone number in
case of an emergency
5. Seasonal homeowners should do the same.
Thieves check to see signs of vacant homes. They
are skilled at casing a home several times before
they make the move and it’s usually in the dark or
early morning hours. The thefts are well planned
and well executed so you know they have cased
the home more than once. Ask your neighbors to
be aware of vehicles cruising around both day and
night. If they could get whatever information on
these vehicles and give it to the police it may save
a home from a break-in. Let the law enforcement
officers check these parties out.
We should all try and take responsibility
for one another. Help each other out. It’s the only
way we can outwit thieves and protect our properties.

PASSAGES
Welcome to: Teagan Sierra Enck, daughter of
Adina (Johnson) and Bryan. She was born on
April 20th, 2010, weighing 7 pounds, 10 oz.
Grandmother Christl reports that Teagan has black
straight hair, Mom is a bit frazzled, and older sister
Aubrey is not at all bothered by the baby’s cries.
Sounds like all is normal!

WELCOME!
We have a new family in town, Yohei and Erica
Suyama and their two daughters, Olivia and
Adelle. Yohei sent us the following:
Sorry it took a time more than I expected.
It's been quite busy with guests and doing other
unfinished tasks with our children; well, probably you know what it is to be parents : ). Anyway,
here is our response to your inquiries.
Erica is originally from Switzerland, and
I am from Japan. We met each other while we
were studying at a graduate school in Chicago.
We have two daughters, Olivia and Adelle. We
came to Halcott since Erica got a job at Margaretville Central School as a special education
teacher. I am taking care of all the housework,
including cooking which I really like (I used to
work at a restaurant in Japan while I was in college there.).
Erica grew up in a similar setting to Halcott and it is blessing for her to go back to her old
childhood memory and giving our children the
same opportunities. Olivia and Adelle really enjoy living in this beautiful place and especially
being next to a dairy farm. They love cows and it
is such a spectacular moment for them to see the
cows crossing the stream in front of the Grange

Congratulations to: Colleen Reynolds, daughter of
Warren, was chosen as one of 16 students from the
Fashion Institute of Technology, where she is attending college, to participate in an internship in
London, England for the month of June. The students are interning at prominent fashion companies
throughout the City of London. Colleen is doing
her internship at WGSN, (Worth Global Style Network). This is a style trend forecasting company
that provides companies in the fashion world a preview of what the upcoming trends in the fashion
industry world will be.
And more congratulations: Suzanna DiBenedetto
graduated with summa cum laude honors [WOW!!]
from California State University, Chico on Saturday, May 22. On hand to celebrate her achievement were Michael & Peg, Kane, Claire, Harlan,
and Simone, her California aunts and uncles, and
her newly acquired Mayfield family, due to the fact
that her boyfriend, Frank Mayfield, graduated as
well. A great, proud time was had by all, and now
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Suzanna has a Bachelor of Science Degree in Political Science! Way to go, Suzanna!! PD

From Stephen & Anna Gronusz: Dear HCF: We
enjoy your newsletter… Keep up the good work!
From Pastor Phyllis Skidmore: Hi, Gals – Keep
up the good work! I love Halcott and Love the
News! Hello, especially to Donald and Shirley
[Bouton]. I am almost completely retired now, so
hopefully I’ll make a visit soon.
From Rolla Thorington: Staff of TOH: Congrats
on real great issue. Please forward the enclosed to
your front page writer. Of course, keep the check.
Wish it could be more.
From Norman Fuller:
Dear Folks: I need some help! I received a book for Christmas on things “Made in
Maine.” It’s a very good book. We should do a
book on “Made in Greene County.” I’m working
with the County Historian, Dave Dorpfield on
this. I would like to get each Town Historian to
write up a section on his town. I’m sure you realize I’m not qualified to write about what was
made in Halcott. I would appreciate any information on an industry or agricultural item that was
made in your town, giving approximate dates for
each activity. I’m not including service industries
(motels, hotels, boarding houses, camps, etc).
Let me know what you think of my ideas.
Being a former 4-H Agent, I’m thick-skinned. So
fire away. Sincerely, Norm Fuller, 740 Green
Lake Rd, Catskill, NY 12414.
FINALLY:
On January 12 of this year, Jim and
Renee Gauntt, the owners of our local pet store,
Peabody’s Pets, lost their house to a fire. Thanks
to your donations, the Halcott Community Fund
was able to make them a gift to help with the rebuilding. Renee has responded with the following:
“Our family would like to thank you for your
kindness and generosity with the recent loss of our
home. Your help allowed us to put the difficulties
behind us and focus on rebuilding our home.”
I spoke with Renee recently and she told me that
the rebuilding is going forward: the concrete
basement had just been poured and that her husband was looking forward to putting up the walls.
We wish them all the best. IK

And even more congratulations! To Donald Bouton on his 90th birthday, celebrated at the Grange
in May, with almost 80 friends in attendance. .
Below , the whole family is gathered to honor him
What a tribute! IK

Photo taken by Pastor Peg VanSiclen

LETTERS
Many of you responded generously to
our annual campaign to fill the coffers of the Halcott Community Fund. And you also sent along
greetings:
From Burnett Niles, 8363 E. Haines Ct; Floral
City, Florida, 34456: I am sending a donation of
$25.00 to help with your work. My wife was born
in Halcott, the daughter of Ward and Vera Jenkins. They moved to Trout Creek (Walton). I met
Rebecca as we both went to school in Sidney. We
married July 18, 1957. She passed away May 3,
2009 due to breast cancer. I enjoy reading The
Times very much and she looked forward to reading it also. Her brother, Gilbert Jenkins lives near
by and I pass them along to him. Good luck in all
you are trying to do. I have a new address. Thank
you, and keep up the good work.
From Blanche Cooper Beckman: I dated Bob
Johnson, Bernie Bouton, Odell Reynolds in the
late 40’s, early 50’s. Loved hearing about how
Halcott got its name. I remember Ethel Streeter
and the Post Office/General Store. Wonderful
your subscriptions are up to 500. Love to Ward
Reynolds.
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shade be permitted to poison what forms on the
vine? Or will we diligently root out the weeds that
threaten God's harvest in us? The choice is ours.
Let's choose wisely.

A Time for Every Season: A Time to Plant!
(Ecc. 3:1-2)
There's something satisfying about holding
a new package of seeds in your hand, turning a furrow of moist dark earth over against the vibrant
green sod and stepping back to survey the newly
planted garden. We pause briefly to watch that
patch of earth, full of promise, sprout and start to
grow, just as expected. Then we get back to work,
keeping out all manner of critters and weeds or watering the young plants in a dry spell. Sometimes
we get so involved that we lose the perspective that
gardening is a partnership rather than a project. The
good Lord, in His wisdom, allows us to assist in
creation but not to author it. Right from the beginning we were charged to dress, keep and till the
earth. (Genesis)
Seeds are amazing bits of creation. They
can grow where they fall, totally unaided by us.
Even when we plant them, we don't cause them to
grow. Indeed, "I planted the seed . . . but God made
it grow," says the apostle Paul. (1Cor. 3:6) So,
then, God is in charge of the harvest. Our responsibility is to plant and tend faithfully. The continuing
process of creation needs our participation.
This is how it is with the garden of life.
God wants us to carefully choose what to plant.
Many varieties of restraint and moderation belong
in the physical garden. The mind's garden should
contain "whatever is true, . . . noble, . . . right, . . .
pure, . . . lovely, (and). . . admirable." (Phil. 4:8)
Fruit that should grow in the spiritual garden includes " . . . love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self control.
(Gal. 5:22) Our gardens must also be carefully
tended. Will we allow thorns to choke out the tender new shoots of our plantings? Will deadly night-

What's in the News
Halcott Community Experiential Worship,
7:00 pm Sunday evenings ,Grange Hall. Led by
Pastor Peg VanSiclen. This is a new opportunity to
be in Christian worship with friends and neighbors;
a time which doesn't interfere with worship services
in our home churches; a place where different forms
of worship can come together (includes Christian
clowning, liturgical dance and other expressions of
worship) All are welcome.
Events
Saturday, June 19th Family Night Covered Dish
Supper at 6:00 pm at the Grange Hall
* Free* Bring a dish to pass.
Saturday, July 17th Church Bake Sale at the Halcott
Fair Get any requests in early!
Mid August TBA Spaghetti Dinner at 5:00 pm at
the Grange Hall. Time and price to be announced.
Thank You, Thank You!
Our first Salad Buffet Dinner, held in May,
was a grand success. People loved the food as well
as the opportunity to visit with each other. There
were many requests for a repeat of this event next
spring.
Faith in Action Sunday, new this spring:: Our gift
of service to the community included washing windows and planting annuals at the Grange Hall. Geraniums from Todd's Greenhouse are expected to
grace the front of the church by press time. Enjoy!
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I remember Sundays after church, I’d go walkin’ with my
Dad.
We’d roam around the hills and fields, and oh what fun we
had.
We’d pretend we were on a journey to a world all of our
own.
But we never wandered much more than a mile away from
home.
And he taught me about the mountains and the forests and
the trees,
But I also learned important things like trust and honesty.
And sometimes we didn’t have the money other people
had,
But money can’t buy those Sunday afternoon walks with
my Dad.
He taught me all the different trees and each bird’s different song

Then he’d show me a place where he would go to play
when he was young.
Yes, he seemed a part of everything, and I couldn’t help
but see
That I meant that much to him that he would share it all
with me.
After awhile we’d stop to rest and have a bite to eat.
Daddy’d build a fire out of birch bark and some leaves
And he’d tell me lots of stories that I’d beg to hear again
And it seemed those jelly sandwiches always tasted
better then.
We’d run around to gather flowers to bring them home
to Mom.
We hurried ‘cause we knew that soon supper would be
on.
When we got close to the house, we saw the kitchen
light was on.
In the window, Mom was smiling. Her vagabonds were
safely home.
And he taught me about the mountains and the forests
and the trees,
But I also learned important things like trust and honesty.
And sometimes we didn’t have the money other people
had,
But money can’t buy those Sunday afternoon walks with
my Dad.
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Celebrations
There has been a birthday party in town Donald Bouton turned 90 last month! Daughter
Mary Konstantine has graciously shared this poem
with us. Although written for her dad back in her
college days, the essence of the man who elicited
this tribute remains unchanged. We wish him many
happy returns of the day.
For Dad
M.B. Konstantine

